Slow Burn Episode 2: More about traveling as a Performer

Everything's better when you take your time. Join me for a Slow Burn. 

Hi, this is Shimmy LaRoux and welcome to the slow or today we're going to talk a little bit more actually about basic travel as a performer a couple of days ago I posted a three part series on Tiktok and Instagram by the way, if you're not following me in either one of those places, if that should be shimmylaroux, both spots go follow. It's a good time, but talked a little bit about being a traveling performer and just kind of what that means to start off in your travelling performer journey. So I think I want to expound on that a little bit more. 

I definitely want to start off with the fact again, just kind of reiterating that the things that I do now are definitely not things I did when I started. I've been able to make some transitions and maybe I'll talk about that a little bit. Later to have been able to make those transitions. But the first thing I did, traveling out of town out of Chicago. Once again, I didn't go very far. I went to places that I knew I could get to by bus or by train and again, I live in Chicago, so that opens up a number of doors for me just didn't cover are like yes, putting big cities like New York and LA on my travel schedule, which by the way, I've never performed in either one of those places. I think that's weird too, but it is what it is putting those big cities on your agenda right off the bat isn't practical. It really just isn't. 

But even before you start moving out of your city, I think maybe the first thing things zero if you will, that you should think about when you want to start traveling as a performer is why you don't necessarily have to travel out of town as a performer to grow in your performance career and to be a better performer. You don't have to if you want to wonderful, but it's not a necessity. So the first thing I would ask myself is why? Why do you want to do this? You know, Mark out your market an entire SWOT analysis, what are the strengths, what are the weaknesses, what are the opportunities, what are the threats? What are you going to get out of traveling out of town? Now for most people, it's making additional connections, maybe making some more money, opening yourself up to a wider audience of people. And all of those things are absolutely fine and good. 

But before you do any of that, ask yourself are you ready? Are you ready to travel out of town? Are you ready to be that type of performer? Are your acts polished? Are you someone who would be comfortable talking with folks before and after a show? Are you someone who's able to be superduper flexible if travel plans go arrive? Are you someone who's able to pivot and change on a moment's notice because you're not at your home base? Are you someone who gets angry when things don't go your way? If you can't really answer those questions, you might not be at a point yet to start traveling out of town. Because trust me, holy cow. Every single time I travel, something goes awry or something. It's just not what I expected it to be. But you have to be comfortable enough to make that happen. 

So once you have figured out what your ROI is your return on investment for being an out of town performer, why are you doing this? What do you hope to get out of it? What are the things that can go wrong? And are you okay with that? 

Then the next step is okay, well let's now start putting a list together places I want to go. And like I said earlier, immediately shooting for big cities like New York and LA while fine and good, are much harder sell one of the local cities around you. I like to think about one of the cities that like a four to five hour radius around me. That way it's not too terribly long of a drive to make a drive. If you live in a city like Chicago, public transport is really great within the four to five hour mark and a good show a lot of places. 

So start looking at that and start looking at the burlesque scenes there. You want to start making those connections start reaching out that way. You're like, Hey, here's, this is who I am. Here's my press kit here are links to my videos. I love your show. I love what you're doing in the community, and I'd love to be a part of it. Also, don't be upset if the answer's no or not right now. Rejection a lot, but that doesn't mean that one rejection means that it's forever rejection. It just means right now, this isn't it. It could be that the producer doesn't have the money. It could be the producers already booked up. It could be that it's just not the right time in place. It could also be that your acts don't fit. So yeah, it's a mental thing. 

Once you start planning all of those things once you start looking at that, and it becomes time to look at so what are you going to bring what actually you going to bring what actually that I do? Like I said I like to bring my smaller acts because again, they travel a lot easier. They're easy to throw into a bag, they're easier to carry along with you so that you just don't have to worry about extra stuff happening. So travel as late as you possibly can. And then just be super duper flexible. Holy cow be super flexible. Whatever is gonna happen. Just go with the flow, figure it out. Roll with punches, insert additional platitude here. All of those things are things that are going to be super duper helpful for you as a performer as you start to move out of town. 

So what happens if you've been doing it for a little while and you want to start leveling up and you want to start figuring out how to make it a little easier on your budget. Here's where using things like credit card points start to come in. I am a huge fan. This is actually how I do a lot of my traveling now. I am a huge fan of using credit card points to travel places. I also understand that that means being able to get a credit card. If you can get a credit card especially one that will connect you either to an airline or hotel or one that gives you points there are a number of ones out there please look them up. I am not going to sponsor any of those but there are a ton out there and you find a credit card and then you use it. Pay like your daily expenses on it so you don't really have to like charge extra stuff. And if you're able to put your rent or your credit card, you're gonna pay it anyway. So put your rent on the credit card and then pay off your credit card A few days later. That also builds your credit. And it helps you get the points from your card. So use it for your everyday spending and then you can start to collect points and then you can use those points to help subsidize your travel. That's actually what I do quite often now. As a traveling performer. That also opens the door for you to be able to go further out while replaces, be able to say in nicer hotels, kind of use that system for your benefit. 

Finally, don't be afraid to ask for people to put some money on it. Especially your producers that they don't have to pay. You have to ask them to pay for your entire hotel and travel especially if you're flying in somewhere because that could get superduper expensive, but you can't ask them to put a couple of dollars on it. You know, pay partially for it or add an additional stipend for it. And all of those things help to lower your cost as a traveling performer. So those are just some basic things. I just wanted to expound on my series a little bit more but definitely check out the series. Check out the videos they're actually pretty cool. I go into more detail on what what you can do to start as a travel performer and I would love to hear from y'all what you would like for me to talk about in the future. Or send me some notes on how you best travel as a performer. I think that that would be really cool to know. And yeah, that's it. That's it for now. Thank you so much for joining me on slowburn it's really just my thoughts and things that are kind of rattling around in my brain as I live my life as a dual performer slash business person. I just this is great. I hope you join me soon again for the next edition of Slow Burn.


